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1) General market situation Ocean freights are still climbing with no sign to relief.  
 
The early July shipment for Asia-North Europe climbed 2%, to reach $12,203 per 40ft, while 
Asia-Mediterranean climbed 3%, to $11,774 per 40ft. Meanwhile, most carriers had implemented 
Peak Season surcharges or general rate increases for July, like Maersk has announced based on 
the current market situation since 15th Jul that they will charge PSS USD 1000 per Teu from Far 
East Asia to North Europe and Mediterranean.  
 
Schedule reliability across the world has been pretty poor throughout the year. On Asia-North 
Europe, 461 vessel arrivals were more than 7 days late in January-May 2021, of which 134 were 
more than 14 days late, and 30 were more than 21 days late. The Port congestion is far from over 
as well. The alliance has announced that they plan to cancel several sailings on wk28/wk29 on 
Asia- Mediterranean. COVID-driven supply chain issues have been highly disruptive to Eur/Med 
importers’ transport timelines.  
 
Container and space are still big problem in China and Asia, as the pandemic disrupted port 
operations, resulting in the build-up and slow return of empty containers. Based on current 
marketplace, last week, China claims it has taken significant steps to ease the impact of tight 
container shipping capacity by boosting the availability of empty boxes and raising production 
of new units. 
The Ministry of Transport (MoT) has also asked the major liner operators to add more calls to 
Chinese ports to increase capacity on export routes. In May, the average proportion of empty 
containers in ports was down to 1.3%, while container manufacturers had raised production to 
500,000 teu a month.  
 
The situation is also worsening for other Asian countries. Malaysia has been under a strict 
lockdown since early June, and the lockdown has just been extended; a seven-day nationwide 
lockdown in Bangladesh begins last Thursday; cases caused by the spread of the Delta variant 
are also surging across Indonesia; In Thailand where a record number of daily cases and deaths 
were reported last Wednesday.  
 
 
>>> Air market situation:  
Generally, the overall cargo has remained strong and constant overt the past few months. There’s 
a slight growth in May, although June has been looking less buoyant. Over the last couple of 
weeks an increasing volume of cargo flowing through from the Indian subcontinent regions are 
reported, whereas China and Hong Kong have remained relatively quiet in comparison. In spite 
the fact that air freight from Asia to Europe has been quite for a few weeks, rates haven’t dropped 
for at least two or three weeks, which means it had hit the bottom for airlines. As the typical peak 
season coming, there are signs and forecasts that air right will start to pick up in August with e-
commerce and stock replenishment driving demand and capacity reduced. Additionally, a busy 
Christmas is expected on condition that lockdowns are over. 
 
 
 



>>> Market situation in India:  
Although India has be slowly easing out of lockdown, now there is facing crazy rates to ship a 
container out of India and have to charge 100% premium to get the box with the severe shortage 
of containers and capacity. According to the Federation of Indian Export Organizations (FIEO), 
there has been an “exorbitant” rise in rates since the Covid-crisis began. And rates to Europe 
have increased from $1,200 to $5,000, in addition to the escalating freight rates, and faced a huge 
challenge securing bookings. All major liners, Maersk, MSC, CMA CGM, Hapag -Lloyd and 
Cosco, have very limited space ex-Indian ports, the lines don’t have space, and whatever space 
is left they are trying to sell for premium. Meanwhile, many lines have intentionally kept higher 
rates on various routes to avoid new bookings. Furthermore, a backlog of containers at key Indian 
export hubs, with limited space for loading, many vessels are skipping ports like Mundra, Hazira, 
Vizag, and Kolkata as well. The container shortage is compounding the capacity problem, and 
the waiting time to get a container has now increased to 10-20 days. 
 
 
 
 
2) Forecast in July. 
 
Last year was unlike any other in shipping, as the industry grappled with the onset and fallout of 
COVID. The first half of 2021 brought even more action. Things show no signs of calming down 
in the second half. As China’s economy recovers from the Covid-19 pandemic, that disruption 
has disrupted vessel schedules, delaying vessels and ultimately led to a decline in overall vessel 
capacity, has seen rates across all routes firming. And the traditional Peak Season comes and 
importers face a rising risk of not getting goods on shelves by Christmas. There is no indication 
that spot rates or charter rates will fall materially before next year. Cargo shipments should be 
booked four weeks in advance in order to get space and equipment, and we will continue to 
explore all possible options to include carriers, ports of origin, ports of destination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


